
JWT Amsterdam puts homeless on the streets of Amsterdam
Advertising agency launches unique initiative: a piggy bank for the homeless
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Summary This spring JWT Amsterdam (www.jwtamsterdam.nl) launched an
initiative to raise awareness, and money, for the not-for-profit
organization for the homeless, Belangenbehartiging Amsterdamse
Dak– en Thuislozen (BADT).

Details Inspired by recent articles in Dutch newspapers illustrating the growing issue
of homelessness in the city, over 15,000 and counting, a wider conversation
opened up within the agency that presented the question ‘What can we do to
help?’

Immediately, ‘A Piggy Bank For the Homeless’, an awareness and fundraising
campaign designed to help tackle the homeless issue head-on, was born.

The concept was simple: in order to get more homeless people off the streets
we would put more homeless people on the streets. The execution: source
mannequins, dress them in shabby, used clothes and install a roughly cut-out
money slot on top of the head to resemble a piggy bank. The result is an a
thought- provoking online film, shot on location in Amsterdam, with the
mannequins in situ, similar to those of the homeless, with hand-written
cardboard signs asking for donations to support BADT.

The entire project took less than a week to make and came in at under €100.
The mannequins were sourced for free, other colleagues at JWT Amsterdam
donated clothing.

The ‘Piggy Bank For The Homeless’ film can be seen on the BADT website
(www.badt.nl) and across all JWT Amsterdam social media channels.

Relevant links BADT

Quotes “We wanted to bring more people face-to-face with the different faces of
homelessness- the mothers, the families, the children. It’s a real life
problem in the city and, for us, it’s important to shed light on this issue.
Our aim was to enable people to look at it in a different way, identify with
the situation and feel compelled to take action by donating to BADT.” 
— Robert Harrison (Designer JWT Amsterdam)
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About JWT Amsterdam

We’re an advertising agency that thinks a little differently. We believe that
our complex world calls for a new way of working. And we’ve built our entire
agency around it. Three simple words that will redefine the way you and we
do business: Think, do, make.
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